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Healthcare Supply Chain Problems
• Pre-Pandemic: “Only a third of  respondents rated 

the management of  their hospital's supply chain as 
‘very effective.’”

• 67% agree better supply chains would
– Reduce costs
– Increase revenue
– Improve outcomes for patients

Source: Cardinal Health Study
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“…Baxter has no redundancy in manufacturing 
capacity for small-volume saline bags.”





This Was a 
Systems Problem



Lean Thinking: Asking Five Many Whys
1. Why did Emily die?
– Massive brain damage

2. Why did she suffer brain damage?
– She was given a 28x overdose of  sodium chloride in her IV bag

3. Why did the IV bag have too much sodium chloride?
– The pharmacy tech compounded a solution for the bag

4. Why did the pharmacy tech do that?
– The pre-mixed IV bag was out of  stock

5. Why was the IV bag out of  stock???
– Supply chain problems… of  what kind?



Fix the System!



What’s the 
Ideal State for 

Staff & Patients?



The Ideal
• What you need
• Where you need it
• When you need it
• In the right quantity

• No searching
• No hunting
• No distraction
• No delays in care



What’s Expected 
of the

Supply Chain?



Not This



Nor This



Finding the Right Balance



A Japanese Sensei of Mine:

“Job 1 is meeting customer demand”

“Job 2 is low inventory”



Lessons From
Other Industries



Safety Culture



Paul H. O’Neill, Sr.
• “Habitual Excellence”

• “Theoretical Limits”



Supply Chain Excellence 
is part of 

Habitual Excellence



Paul H. O’Neill, Sr.
“Our goal is to be 
the best in the 
world at everything 
we do.”



Copying Tactics vs.
Working on the Culture



Goal: Never Hunting for Materials
Toyota Tactics

Toyota Culture



Let Staff Focus on 
Their Real, Value-Adding Work

A Typical Nurse’s Day

Searching 
for items

At the
bedside

Over 3 hours out 
of a 12-hour shift



The Impact of Missing Supplies

”Transport was unavailable 
50% of the time.”



The Wandering Podiatrist
• Running around gathering 

supplies (10 minutes)
– Delays patient
– Hurts productivity

Toyota
• Toyota Lesson: Assembly 

team members are focused on 
value-adding work
– An “army” of  material handlers 

making sure they have what 
they need

– Good planning
– Good execution systems



One Healthcare VP of Materials

“My team’s job is to make sure 
clinicians never have to spend any 

time dealing with materials.”



Fix the System!



Workaround: Hidden Inventories



Don’t Blame Them for Hoarding



Fix the System!



Fix the Culture



Lean Lesson: Pull the “Andon Cord”
• “Defect” in the supply 

chain process
• From workarounds and 

fire fighting
– Get more supplies STAT

• To root-cause solutions
– Fix the System



Reflecting on Lessons 
Learned for a 

Future Pandemic



Shortages on 
Both Sides of 
the Pandemic



United States

Canada

England



In Mid-2021

“9% of [Tennessee] hospitals are 
reporting supply shortages… above 
the national average of 6%.”



It’s An 
Old Story



“Like many big hospitals, the University of  
Utah Hospital carries a 30-day supply of  
drugs, in part because it would be too 
costly or wasteful to stockpile more.”



What’s Meant by 
“Efficiency”?



Let’s Shift Our Focus From…
• Efficiency = Outputs 

Inputs

• When low inputs hamper your outputs…

• Effectivenessà The right care at the right time



“When the cost of  
stockouts is high, 
we have to err on 
the side of  excess
more inventory.”

https://www.leanblog.org/2020/04/what-my-book-lean-hospitals%e2%80%8b-says-about-inventory-planning/

https://www.leanblog.org/2020/04/what-my-book-lean-hospitals%e2%80%8b-says-about-inventory-planning/


Can anyone absorb a 20X spike in demand?

https://docraina.com/2020/04/01/basic-math-says-healthcare-workers-are-not-stealing-masks/
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https://docraina.com/2020/04/01/basic-math-says-healthcare-workers-are-not-stealing-masks/


“There’s no excuse for companies or 
government not to be prepared for this.”



So we have two possible strategies?

1

2



If a hospital -- or a country -- runs out of face masks or 
personal protective equipment, there's no big warehouse 

full of boxes that we can go to to get more.



There was 
supposed to be





The hospital that now needed 
210,000 a month

• At $2.50 per N95 mask, that’s $1.58 million to stockpile 
3-month supply

• For a case of  200, it’s 1.78 cubic feet in size

• Storing 630,000 requires 600 sq ft warehouse (10’ high)
– Rental cost is about $1 per sq ft



“FEMA ordered 180 million masks to 
fight coronavirus”

• At $2.50 per N95 mask, that’s $450 million to stockpile

• For a case of  200, it’s 1.78 cubic feet in size

• Storing 180 million requires 160,000 sq ft warehouse
– Rental cost is about $1 per sq ft
– An Amazon fulfillment center is 800,000 sq ft



Myth:
Inventory is 

risk free



“...recalled 9.1 million of its Level 3 surgical 
gowns after learning of unsanitary environmental 
conditions and possible cross contamination at its 

manufacturing plant in China.”

https://www.healthleadersmedia.com/clinical-care/cardinal-health-plans-recall-contaminated-surgical-gowns






From a Recent Conversation (TN)
• “We HAD a ton of  N-95 mask inventory, but it had 

dry rotted after not being touched for 7 years.”

• Countermeasure: Ensure rotation of  stock



Myth:
“Just in Time” involves a 

slow boat from China



You have to order more from the supplier, you have to
wait for them to produce it and you have to wait for them 
to ship it, generally from China. That's a time lag at a time 

when it's most important to move quickly.



Bad Things Can Happen to Big Boats



Bad Things Can Happen to Big Boats



I feel the need – the need for speed!



Speed & Agility 



Use Creativity When Needed, But…



Fix the System!



Agility – Making Supply When it’s Needed



Agility – Moving Supply Where it’s Needed



Reflecting on Lessons 
Learned for a Post-

Pandemic World



Fixing Local 
Systems



Myth:
We have to count 

everything



“2-Bin Kanban”



Myth:
Everything has to be 

in an 
automated cabinet



Nursing Unit Supply Room 



Pharmacy Med Storage



Point of Use Inventories



Myth:
One size fits all



Different Materials / Different Situations
• Steady usage rate vs. highly fluctuating usage
• Inexpensive vs. highly expensive
• Patient-chargeable vs. not charged
• Short lead time vs. long lead time
• Highly reliable supply vs. unreliable supply
• Mission critical vs. substitutable 

• Pull based on usage rate or pull based on schedule?



Myth:
You can adopt one 
piece of a system



Effective Just in Time for Toyota*
• Short domestic supply chains
• Production leveling
• Strong, cross-functional teams, respect for people
• Culture of  stopping to fix problems



How Can We Get 
Better Supply Chain 

Performance?



Design Your Supply Chain
• Many supply chains “just happened”
• Fight against “the way we’ve always done it”
–Who orders inventory? 
–Who chooses items and vendors?
–Where is inventory stored?

• How should you do it?



Learn from Others, Don’t Copy
• Learn from others
• Understand WHY they have “best” 

practices
– What problem were they solving?

• Yes, you’re different, but…
– Is there a good reason for adopting 

or adapting a practice from other 
sites, organizations, or industries?

Toyota and Piggly Wiggly 



How Can We Get 
Better Supply Chain 

Performance?



Fix the System!



Thank You!
• Email: Mark@MarkGraban.com
• Website: www.MarkGraban.com
• Blog:   www.LeanBlog.org
• Twitter: @MarkGraban

Slides and links: 
www.MarkGraban.com/SupplyChainExcellence



Backup



Summary
• When times are good, JIT rarely means “zero inventories”
• When we have demand variation and the cost of  

stockouts is high, we need safety stock
• Sometimes we need “emergency stock”

– Whose job is it to store and move it?

• We are well served by shorter lead times
• Lean provides frameworks, not easy answers
• Do. What. Makes. Sense. – Then Study and Adjust


